
Email: info@ucalgaryconsulting.ca
Website: https://ucalgaryconsulting.ca/

Slack: Become a member to join our channel!

Overview of the Club

The University of Calgary Consulting Association (UCCA), formerly Haskayne Consulting Club, is a
University of Calgary student-run organization that provides pro-bono management, organizational,
and strategy consulting services for our clientele. We serve a broad mix of private, public, and
non-profit clients in the Calgary community. Through our teams, clients will gain valuable research
assistance, in-depth analysis, and specific inputs aimed at providing value through the corporate
decision-making process. Our student members will be given an opportunity to gain hands-on
consulting experience, vital opportunities to expand their professional network, and a platform to take
their careers to the next level.

Volunteer Internship Opportunities

Our club’s volunteer internship opportunities give students the chance to gain real experience while
solving challenging business problems. Our internships run from October to December 2021 and may
require up to a 10 hour per week time commitment from the intern. All internships during this fall are
virtual and in-person work is up to the discretion of the intern and client.

Benefits of a Volunteer Internship

● Real, professional experience in an area of your interest
● Opportunity to hone the skills needed to be a good consultant (teamwork, communication,

problem-solving, analysis, adaptability, etc.) and engage in work that reflects what consultants
do in their daily jobs

● Network with professionals with years of experience in an industry

How to apply

1. Ensure that you are a paid member of the University of Calgary Consulting Association.
https://ucalgaryconsulting.ca/membership/

2. Please answer the questions in the application form [https://forms.gle/DH1pFSdgS3t6i6hcA] to
the best of your ability. The application deadline is September 19th at 11:59PM MST. We
encourage students to apply early as we review all applications on an ongoing basis.
Shortlisted candidates will be contacted by September 23rd for an interview.

3. Interviews will be held on Saturday, September 25th, and Sunday, September 26th. We
appreciate all applicants' interest. However, only candidates under consideration will be
contacted for interviews. Successful candidates will receive an email by September 29th at
11:59PM MST.

Fall 2021 Volunteer Internship Opportunities

● Arcurve - Advisory Service Intern
● Arcurve - Business Analyst
● Arcurve - Business Intelligence Developer
● Black Sheep Income Corp. - Research Analyst
● First Edition First Aid Training - Market Research Analyst
● Jumping Elephant - Operations Management Intern
● Momentum Materials Solutions Corp. - Research Analyst
● Nations Health - Gateway Project Analyst (x2)
● True North Cannabis - Market Researcher
● Unshelf Design - Operations Management Intern
● Vetsie - Marketing & Business Development Strategists (x2)

mailto:info@ucalgaryconsulting.ca
https://ucalgaryconsulting.ca/
https://ucalgaryconsulting.ca/membership/
https://forms.gle/DH1pFSdgS3t6i6hcA
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Arcurve: Advisory Service Intern

Organization Description:

Arcurve is one of North America’s leading full-service technology, advisory and software development
companies. In 2006, we began with a belief that there was a better way to deliver professional services
in the technology industry. Since then, we have completed more than 700 projects for clients ranging
from start-ups to Fortune 500 companies. From our offices in Calgary, Halifax, Houston, and
Vancouver we deliver exceptional results for our clients in a diverse range of industries.

At Arcurve, we believe that work should be an enjoyable experience and that the best “aha” moments
come through team learning and continuous motivation. We know the key to success is collaboration,
and that you can’t put a value on accountable, transparent, and authentic interactions. We strive to
deliver exceptional service while creating lasting, authentic relationships with our employees,
contractors, students, clients, and community. For more information, please visit: www.arcurve.com

Role Responsibilities:

This position will provide support within Arcurve’s Advisory Services. The successful incumbent will
partner with one or more Senior Management Consultants and Project/Program Managers to assist
with IT projects, complete assignments relating to delivering strategic assessments and
recommendations of IT organizations, and performing business analysis on various issues our clients
are faced with. Due to the nature of management consulting, the student will work with more than
one client throughout the engagement.

Required Qualifications:

● Must be enrolled in an undergraduate or graduate degree program at the University of Calgary
● Strong analytical and writing skills
● Exceptional interpersonal skills
● Strong MS Office skills (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Visio)

Preferred Attributes and Skills:

● Exceptional organizational skills
● Able to work in a fast-paced environment
● Have a thirst for learning
● Driven to succeed
● A believer in the importance of teamwork
● Community-minded
● An expert problem solver
● Thrives on challenge
● Motivated by exceptional results
● Cares about your clients
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Arcurve: Business Analyst

Organization Description:

Arcurve is one of North America’s leading full-service technology, advisory and software development
companies. In 2006, we began with a belief that there was a better way to deliver professional services
in the technology industry. Since then, we have completed more than 700 projects for clients ranging
from start-ups to Fortune 500 companies. From our offices in Calgary, Halifax, Houston, and
Vancouver we deliver exceptional results for our clients in a diverse range of industries.

At Arcurve, we believe that work should be an enjoyable experience and that the best “aha” moments
come through team learning and continuous motivation. We know the key to success is collaboration,
and that you can’t put a value on accountable, transparent, and authentic interactions. We strive to
deliver exceptional service while creating lasting, authentic relationships with our employees,
contractors, students, clients, and community. For more information, please visit: www.arcurve.com

Role Responsibilities:

Our Business Analysts know how to assess business problems, ask the right questions and translate
those into technical needs to make a software project succeed.

● Evaluate business processes, anticipate and uncover requirements, determine areas of
improvement for existing systems and processes, and develop superior solutions

● Work with a wide variety of technologies and clients in a number of different domains
● Contribute to the allocation of resources, monitor deliverables and objectives, identify cost

efficiencies, and support the management of competing resources and priorities
● Gather critical information from meetings with stakeholders and produce useful reports
● Stay up to date on current best practices in the areas of business process and documentation

and IT advancements to automate and modernize systems
● Influence stakeholders and work closely with them to determine acceptable solutions
● Collaborate with a multi-disciplinary team bringing your unique skill set to the table
● Bring a client service mindset to all you do and help guide others to do the same
● Actively engage with company community initiatives and maybe initiate a few of your own

Required Qualifications:

● Must be enrolled in an undergraduate or graduate degree program at the University of Calgary
● Critical attention to detail; ability to manage multiple priorities
● Strong MS Office skills (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Visio)

Preferred Attributes and Skills:

● An authentic and creative human that is passionate about technology
● Driven to succeed, thrives on challenge, and is motivated by exceptional results
● A believer in the importance of teamwork
● Expert problem solver that cares about assisting clients
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Arcurve: Business Intelligence Developer

Organization Description:

Arcurve is one of North America’s leading full-service technology, advisory and software development
companies. In 2006, we began with a belief that there was a better way to deliver professional services
in the technology industry. Since then, we have completed more than 700 projects for clients ranging
from start-ups to Fortune 500 companies. From our offices in Calgary, Halifax, Houston, and
Vancouver we deliver exceptional results for our clients in a diverse range of industries.

At Arcurve, we believe that work should be an enjoyable experience and that the best “aha” moments
come through team learning and continuous motivation. We know the key to success is collaboration,
and that you can’t put a value on accountable, transparent, and authentic interactions. We strive to
deliver exceptional service while creating lasting, authentic relationships with our employees,
contractors, students, clients, and community. For more information, please visit: www.arcurve.com.

Role Responsibilities:

Utilize your proven ability to gather, understand and document business needs, translate them into
requirements, and implement them to provide valuable data solutions for our clients.

● Perform system integration, data transformations, and reporting on specific client projects;
work with business requirements analysts to identify and understand source data systems

● Map source system data to data warehouse models
● Build and test ETL processes using a variety of tools
● Understand data architectures such as operational, warehouse, and virtualization
● Create designs and architecture that make client systems and business processes scalable
● Collaborate in a software development environment and work with common tools such as

code repositories and group collaborations applications
● Exercise experience with commercial reporting tools and technologies (SQL Server Reporting

Service, Power BI, and Spotfire)
● Use an oil and gas domain, extract data, and produce readable results for the end-user

Required Qualifications:

● Must be enrolled in an undergraduate or graduate degree program at the University of Calgary
● Basic knowledge of R, Python, or other statistical models
● Basic Knowledge of Big Data and environments such as Spark, Hadoop, Cassandra

Preferred Attributes and Skills:

● Previous experience in software engineering or computer science
● An authentic and creative human that is passionate about technology
● Driven to succeed, thrives on challenge, and is motivated by exception results
● A believer in the importance of teamwork
● Expert problem solver that cares about your clients
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Black Sheep Income Corp: Research Analyst

Organization Description:

Black Sheep Income Corp. is targeting a different path. We search for under-valued real estate-based
opportunities with a core focus in storage, RV resorts, and modular home communities to construct a
diversified dividend-paying corporation. Our initial acquisition was Contain Your Stuff Storage located
in Penticton. Since then, we have purchased another self-storage facility in Nanaimo and have
contracted an RV park in Canal Flats. We are always searching for smart ways to expand and are
excited to welcome a dedicated student to our team. For more information, please visit:
https://storagepenticton.ca/.

Role Responsibilities:

● Develop market research reports for various land-based assets in British Columbia. During
which the chosen student will analyze various components in the geographical location,
including vacancy and pricing rates

● Provide Black Sheep with educated opinions on the potential acquisition opportunities
● Assist with the construction of pro-forma statements and revenue modeling
● Utilize problem-solving capabilities to find cost-effective solutions to geographic and physical

obstacles in existing locations
● Help with the preparation of investor materials

Required Qualifications:

● Must be enrolled in an undergraduate or graduate degree program at the University of Calgary
● Strong capabilities in Microsoft Excel

Preferred Attributes and Skills:

● Adequate knowledge of financial statements
● Prior research experience is an asset
● Have an entrepreneurial mindset
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First Edition First Aid Training: Market Research Analyst

Organization Description:

First Edition First Aid Training is the largest Canadian distributor of Philips defibrillators and a local
first aid service provider. With over 15 years of experience offering workplace first aid and CPR training,
Automated External Defibrillators (AEDs), and first aid supplies. We are here to enhance the
workplace and home safety to encourage a proactive approach to cardiac arrest and medical
emergencies. For more information, please visit: https://firsteditionfirstaid.ca/.

Role Responsibilities:

The Market Research Analyst will be tasked with completing both quantitative and qualitative
research to determine the feasibility of introducing Automated External Defibrillators into new
markets. They will also assist our business development team in identifying opportunities in both the
private and public sectors and analyzing direct competitor products in the online marketplace.

● Conduct primary market research in various industries for targeted sales initiatives and
develop supporting content for outreach

● Collect qualitative data from organizations and unions to understand the specific pain points,
current processes, and willingness to purchase AEDs for their locations

● Develop surveys, build relationships, and contact industry-specific clients
● Conduct primary market research in safety supply resellers and distributors to develop

supporting content for recruitment
● Develop relationships such as contacting potential distributors to understand their business

and sales needs
● Perform detailed analysis of the currently available products in the market and prepare a

detailed report on the competitive advantages of available products (competitor and
complimentary)

● Conduct primary market research on direct competitors and internal company analysis, while
comparing the two

● Interested in understanding current competitors, including market share, profitability, plans
for expansion/distribution, marketing, promotional strategies, and pricing structures. From this
information, we are looking to further understand our potential competitive position in the
marketplace and develop a strategic roadmap.

● Put together materials to help support and educate the sales team with outreach, including
summarizing key takeaways from scholarly articles about AED technology, responsibilities, and
expectations from Occupational Health and Safety and insurance agencies and the general
public. What might the landscape look like moving forward, summarizing key takeaways from
news articles published by organizations on heart-health and cardiac arrest.

● Run Research program. Build goals and objectives of the research and a detailed description of
the research technique. Collect data and analyze results. Create the next steps framework.

Required Qualifications:

● Must be enrolled in an undergraduate or graduate degree program at the University of Calgary
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Jumping Elephant: Operations Management Intern

Organization Description:

Jumping Elephant is a digital marketing company that specializes in social media marketing,
marketing management, blogging, digital marketing strategies, content creation, and web design.
We strive to offer our clients a variety of marketing, advertising, and promotional services for their
online presence.  For more information, please visit: https://jumpingelephant.guru/.

Role Responsibilities:

● Work with the owner and operator to develop a detailed standard operating procedure (SOP)
document for Jumping Elephant, which will govern routine operations

● Continue to work on an operations dashboard and link each section to the operating
procedures documents and any other materials needed for each task on the dashboard

● Creating video and screen walkthrough recordings for various operational procedures within
the business

● Work alongside the owner to implement new workplace procedures and strategize better
processes for the organization

Required Qualifications:

● Must be enrolled in an undergraduate degree program at the University of Calgary
● Self-motivated, enthusiastic, positive attitude, and ability to work independently with minimal

supervision
● Strong experience with Google Docs, Google Sheets, Quicktime/Loom (or other video and

screen recording software), and social media channels
● Technical writing, formatting, and editing skills

Preferred Attributes and Skills:

● Detail-oriented and interested in digital file organization
● Technical writing skills
● Confidence for video voice-overs
● Math and number oriented
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Momentum Materials Solutions: Research Analyst

Organization Description:

Momentum Materials Solutions is a material technology company, aimed at using our patented
carbon materials to provide superior solutions for fuel cells, lithium-ion batteries, sensors, and
capacitors. Our novel carbon film largely improves the activity and durability of the key component in
hydrogen fuel cells. Our goal is to contribute to Net-Zero Emissions using high-performance materials.
For more information, please visit: https://momentummaterials.ca/.

Role Responsibilities:

● Identify the current challenges and opportunities for businesses within the PEM
(proton-exchange rate) fuel cell industry

● Analyze and broaden Momentum Materials Solutions’ competitive position through a SWOT
analysis across several commercial applications

● Support the development of a 12-month strategic marketing plan
● Assist in refining revenue modeling to improve business planning and investor materials

Required Qualifications:

● Must be enrolled in an undergraduate or graduate degree program at the University of Calgary
● Has prior research knowledge and capabilities

Preferred Attributes and Skills:

● You are a self-starter with a demonstrated hands-on approach
● You are ready to put your stamp on something
● You are interested in helping to build and form a company
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Nations Health: Gateway Project Analysts (2 Positions)

Organization Description:

Nations Health is embarking on a unique project in collaboration with Immigrant Services Calgary.
Immigrant Services Calgary is leading a new multi-agency project called the Gateway Project, which
seeks to streamline service delivery to incoming and established newcomers to Calgary. An element
of the Gateway project is a survey that is completed by all client-users of the gateway services. This
survey assesses various social determinants of health and determines areas in one’s life in which
intervention could be pursued and offered through the vast network of the Gateway Project. Clients
are then referred to these services and monitored to ensure services are accessed. Information
obtained from each interaction with these clients is saved in a secure electronic record which is
shared across each organization to reduce duplication of services.

As partners of the Gateway Project, Nations Health has been approved to provide a
healthcare-specific assessment form, which will be used for evaluating which patients require
additional aid or intervention for medical services. As a result, we can connect patients with services in
the community, namely low-cost or free services to be offered via the Nations Health clinic. Nations
Health seeks to establish a novel sliding scale/index which could be applied to the regular prices of
our private-pay services such that services are equitably discounted for persons deemed in need. For
more information, please visit: https://www.nationsvision.ca/.

Role Responsibilities:

Using our point system, a sliding scale could be applied to standard fees, ultimately rendering such
fees more affordable or free for our “in-need” patients who don’t otherwise qualify for health services.

● Research existing sliding scale models and generate basic reports outlining the pros and cons
● Establish a weighted point system to be applied to binary responses from assessment forms
● Establish a research-based and financially analyzed baseline income level for a threshold level

for services to be obtained
● Assimilate point scale and threshold financial marker to create an amalgamated scale
● Establish methods to test out the scale and evaluate the scale using real-world subjects

Required Qualifications:

● Must be enrolled in an undergraduate or graduate degree program at the University of Calgary

Preferred Attributes and Skills:

● Passionate about improving the lives of local priority populations and interested in research
● Able to look for creative solutions where limited resources might exist
● Be a curious and self-motivated learner
● Possess excellent written and verbal communication skills
● Possess at least novice Microsoft Excel and Word skills
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True North Cannabis: Market Researcher

Organization Description:

True North Cannabis is a Canadian, hemp-based CBD producer founded under the belief that CBD
should be accessible to all the people who need it. We do this by working from the ground up with
growers to facilitate the supply of bulk, extract-ready hemp. Partnering with quality licensed
processors to purify and extract the cannabinoids, we deliver high-quality retail products with
exceptional value. For more information, please visit: www.truenorthcannabis.com.

Role Responsibilities:

True North is working to better serve our customer base and adapt to a rapidly evolving cannabis
industry. We are seeking a competent market researcher to analyze user demographics in the
cannabis space; more specifically, CBD-focused users. Understanding the attributes of CBD users in
Canada will better position our products, platform, and marketing strategies. Furthermore, we are
looking to better understand the reasons Canadians are taking CBD, what methods they are using,
dosages on a daily and monthly basis, and total monthly spending on CBD products.

● Who is using CBD? Age, gender, income bracket, and lifestyle.
● How, if so, have these demographics changed since cannabis was legalized in 2018?
● For what purpose(s) are these groups using CBD?
● How are these groups incorporating CBD into their daily life? And which method do they use

to consume? (inhalables, ingesting, sublingual, or topical)
● For those integrating it with edible, which type of product do they prefer?
● How many milligrams of CBD are they consuming per day?
● Accompanying the market research, design a marketing plan to capture the target audience
● Create a comprehensive report outlining findings on demographics in the cannabis industry.

At this point, we would like to coordinate a consultation with the True North management
team segmenting a piece of the market to focus our time and energy.

● With a chosen segment, the researcher will compile a marketing plan on how to effectively
capture this target audience, with appropriate KPIs in place

Required Qualifications:

● Must be enrolled in an undergraduate or graduate degree program at the University of Calgary
● Experience/knowledge in market research and related processes
● Strong written and verbal communication skills

Preferred Attributes and Skills:

● Passion for marketing and advertising
● Interest in a new and rapidly growing industry
● Prior research experience is an asset
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Unshelf Design: Operations Management Intern

Organization Description:

Unshelf Design is a boutique interior decorating and staging company through which Sarah
Kirkpatrick is the principal interior decorator and stager. We specialize in ‘no demo renos’ (also known
as resale redesigns) and interior styling for residential and vacation properties in Calgary and area. For
more information, please visit: https://unshelfdesign.com.

Roles Responsibilities:

● Work with the owner and operator to develop a robust and detailed standard operating
procedure (SOP) document for Unshelf Design, which will govern routine operations

● Continue to work on an operations dashboard and link each section to the operating
procedures documents and any other materials needed for each task on the dashboard

● Creating video and screen walkthrough recordings for various operational procedures within
the business

● Work alongside the owner to implement new workplace procedures and strategize better
processes for the organization

● Sort client payments and receipts, closeout projects, and update the tracking sheet for each
project and purchase

Required Qualifications:
● Must be enrolled in an undergraduate degree program at the University of Calgary
● Self-motivated, enthusiastic, positive attitude, and ability to work independently with minimal

supervision
● Strong experience with Google Docs, Google Sheets, Quicktime/Loom (or other video and

screen recording software), and social media channels
● Technical writing, formatting, and editing skills

Preferred Attributes and Skills:

● Detail-oriented and interested in digital file organization
● Technical writing skills
● Confidence for video voice-overs
● Math and number oriented
● Access to a strong internet connection
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Vetsie: Marketing & Business Development Strategist (2 Positions)

Organization Description:

Vetsie is a Calgary-based veterinary virtual care company aimed at making veterinary professionals
more accessible to pet parents. We offer both a veterinary platform and a pet owner platform with
unique service offerings to increase veterinary professionals’ quality of life while making vet care more
accessible to pet owners. If you are someone who is motivated, positive, creative, AND an animal lover,
Vetsie is the place for you. We are a team of entrepreneurs and veterinary professionals working in a
cohesive, collaborative environment. We are looking for a marketing specialist and business
development strategist to help us in our mission to drive change in the veterinary industry and
provide new concepts for growth and development.

You will work with an incredibly talented team and be part of a fast-growing start-up company based
in Calgary. You will learn how to build a business from the ground up with a very credible team of
entrepreneurs and veterinary professionals. Let’s give the care our pets deserve and build something
pet parents will love! For more information, please visit: https://vetsie.com/.

Role Responsibilities:

As Marketing & Business Development Strategist, you will:

● Work closely with the Founding team to collaborate on social media strategies
● Assist with Social Media Management and Content creation
● Manage digital projects end-to-end
● Design and implement social media strategy to align with Vetsie’s goals
● Communicate with followers and partners and respond to comments and messages in a

timely manner
● Develop a digital content calendar and ensure deadlines are met
● Develop business opportunities for Vetsie in the local area
● Brainstorm new and creative growth strategies
● Work closely with the Founding Team to build and meet marketing KPIs and execute effective

marketing campaigns
● Potentially attend pet events with the Vetsie Team
● Be surrounded by endless pet chit-chats, Zoom meetings, and lunches!

Required Qualifications:

● Must be enrolled in an undergraduate or graduate degree program at the University of Calgary

Preferred Attributes and Skills:

● Experience with social media channels, such as Facebook, Instagram, TikTok, and other
avenues of marketing

● Be curious and eager to learn from insights
● Have a passion for pets!!! Dogs? Cats? Dinosaurs?
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